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Morrison and Carolyn Fraser
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Printmakers show talents
Traditional technique inspires creativity as well as
innovation for 15 from Ohio

Sunday, November 16, 2003

Christopher A . Yates
FOR THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

‘‘The Method and the Matrix"
is a well-conceived exploration
of the diversity and complexity
of printmaking in Ohio.

Working in various techniques,
the 15 artists represented reveal
a breadth of vision that extends
beyond tradition.

The show was curated by Todd
DeVriese, associate professor
and chairman of the
Department of Art and Design
at Zayed University in Dubai,
United Arab Emirates, and
Bellamy Printz, cofounder and
programming director of Zygote
Press in Cleveland. The show is
presented by the Ohio Arts
Council,  which operates the
Riffe Gallery.

Each artist selected by DeVriese
and Printz uses a creative 
‘‘matrix" or source from which
his or her work forms and
expands. In one sense, the
source is the printing plate
ready for ink and paper.  In
another, the ‘‘matrix" refers to a
framework of thought and



Music on the Bones XVIII by
Marina Mangubi

Compression Chart by Chris
Daniggelis

concept guiding the artist’s
hand.

Ideas of randomness, order and
mapping exist in J. Noel
Reifel’s prints. Deceptively
simple, the imagery was
developed after Reifel viewed
wormholes in the pages of a 16
th-century book on German
architecture.

He began the series by creating
two mirror-image etching plates
of the wormholes.  Placing the
plates side by side, he inked
each with a distinct color. Left
white,  the wormhole patterns
take on grand significance —
like a field of stars. By drawing
lines to connect the dots, Reifel
assigns meaning to chaos,
echoing man’s search for order
and structure in the natural
world.

A similar kind of ordering takes
place in Chris Daniggelis’
work. In Compression Chart,  a
layered dialogue exists between
circle and square, geometric
and organic, and forward and
backward. Though enigmatic,
the work compels the viewer to
examine systems of knowledge
and interpretation.

Equally mysterious and compelling, Marina Mangubi’s series ‘‘Music
in the Bones" explores a story told to the artist by her father. In
1940s Russia, young people eager to listen to American jazz
recordings would sometimes press records on old X-rays because
vinyl was in short supply. In Music on the Bones XVIII,  a record
shape extends across a ghostly image of a human spine and pelvis.
The piece speaks to the perception of time, the human body, record
keeping and desire.

The curators have taken great care to reveal the complexity of
printmaking technique and process. Nowhere is process more evident



than in the artist book displays of Holly Morrison and Carolyn Fraser
(The Extinguishing of Stars) and Michael Loderstedt’s (Landings).

Using hand-set, letter-press type and photogravure images, Morrison
and Fraser have created an aesthetically engaging book. A display
case in front of framed pages contains documents, plates and
materials that hint at the difficulty of their endeavor.

Combining silk screen, photoetching and embossing, Loderstedt’s
book is an example of rectoverso printing — printing on the front
and back of paper.  In addition to an intact book, the work is
displayed dismantled so that viewers can understand its structure.

Kim Vito and Art Werger use landscape as their subject matter. The
technical mastery found in Vito’s woodcut reduction prints and
Werger’s color intaglios is stunning. Both artists use traditional
methods to communicate personal visions. Vito’s graphic
mark-making suggests movement and weather. Werger’s layered
color suggests distance and atmosphere.

Drawing from popular culture and their childhood, Arturo Rodriguez
and Ronald Abram engage in a personal exploration of the past. For
Rodriguez, an emigrant from Cuba, displacement and culture shock
guide the selection of imagery in pieces such as Silver Paradise.
Complete with a communist Smurf, toilet paper and chewing-gum
wrappers, the work examines material value and cultural perspective.

Abram’s series of 12 prints, ‘‘Engrams," blends nostalgia and
memory with personal belongings. Printed on pages from comic
books, images document childhood toys and family objects. Taken as
a whole,  the prints speak to formative identity and development.

Also shown are strong pieces by Liz Maugans, Mary Manusos, Emily
Blaser, Margaret Kimura and Mark Patsfall.

Thoughtful and informative, ‘‘The Method and the Matrix" gives
viewers a chance to see the vitality of Ohio printmaking.

• ‘‘The Method and The Matrix: Contemporary Printmaking in Ohio"
continues through Jan. 4 at the Riffe Gallery, 77 S. High St. Hours:
10 a.m.  to 4 p.m. Tuesdays, until 8 p.m. Wednesdays through Fridays
and noon to 8 p.m. Saturdays,  until 4 p.m. Sundays. Admission is
free. Call 614-644-9624 or visit www.riffegallery.org.
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P
rintmaking, the art of handcrafted reproduc
tion, is a medium as old and venerated as 
etchings made to illustrate ancient texts, and 

as modern and down-to-earth as the basement
generated band T-shirt bought post-gig in the 
back of a bar. 

It's everyday common, but also usually under
stood only in the abstract, a process involving 
images etched somehow onto metal, then in turn 
onto an accommodating surface. Like another 
reproductive process, it's messy and archaic, and 
often considered at its best when it spawns a rea
sonably small number of facsimiles. 

Limited-edition examples of printmaking tech
niques utilized and personalized by 1 S Ohio 
artists currently fill the Ohio Arts Council's Riffe 
Gallery for the show The Method(.:}' the Matrix (in 
this case referring not to a constructed reality 
with Keanu Reeves, but to the surface from which
each print is created). 

-

Curated by Todd DeVriese, a former Ohio 
State professor and Riffe Gallery exhibitor cur
rently teaching in the United Arab Emirates, and 
Bellamy Printz, co-founder and programming 
director of Zygote Press in Cleveland, the show 
remains rooted in the traditions of the art form, 
while hinting at the advancing encroachment of 
digital technology on the old ways. 

As printmaking has evolved over the centuries, 
tools and practices established for the commercial 
trade-for books and promotional items, among 
other things-have been made affordable and 
adaptable for use by individual artists. The variety 
of processes, from relief techniques such as wood 
cut, to intaglio, in which fragile images are etched 
onto a metal plate, to silkscreen, in which ink is 
squeegeed through a screen onto paper, offer the 
appeal of several art forms at once-the efficient, 
multiple-edition potential of photography, the 

THE RIFFE GALLERY EXPOSES 

THE FINE ART OF PRINTMAKING 
BY MELISSA STARKER 

textural play of sculpture, the impact of graphic 
design-with the distinctive expressive possibili
ties of them all. 

As the process can be as much a curiosity as 
the work that results, the Riffe Gallery has incor
porated encased displays of used printmaking 
tools and lists of appropriate terminology, but the 
behind-the-scenes items don't affect the mystique 
surrounding some astonishing examples of tech
nique, such as the first works on view, Art 
Werger's Threefold series. Achieving the exhibit's 
deepest natural colors, and a nearly unparalleled 
attention to detail, Werger recreates his visions of 
a rocky northern California landscape. 

His other contribution, Continuum, combines 
multiple-plate printing on the same surface with 
the difficult process of meizotint (an etching 
technique that mimics photographic grain) for a 
dazzling cityscape portrayed with the panel for
mat and inherent drama of graphic novels. Each 
square holds its own short story-a couple in 
conversation in a dark room, a restaurant table set 
for dinner, a behind-the-shoulder perspective of a 
man on an escalator-yet continues another st_ory 
from the previous frame. 

Like Werger, Columbus College of Art and 
Design instructor Christopher Daniggelis makes 
his work live through little details. Perfectly 
formed circles, grids and numbers fill his carefully 
worked, mixed-media compositions, given a 
three-dimensional effect by the ordered placement 
of clear thumb tacks. 

Less perfect, natural patterns are everywhere in 
the work of J. Noel Reifel. He found them in the 
worm holes eaten through a } 6th century book 
on German architecture and copied them through 
relief etching, connecting them with lines like 
maps of microscopic constellations. 

Michael Loderstedt's Landings, like The 
Extinguishing of Stars, a collaborative project 
between Holly Morrison and Carolyn Fraser, pres
ents not just fine art, but fine bookmaking. In the 
former, contemporary visits to famous landing 
points in man's exploration and conquering of the 
planet (Georgetown, Plymouth �ock) are chroni
cled through photo intaglio, screen printing and 
embossing that manages to meld with designs on 
both sides of the pages. In the latter, a project 
funded by an OAC grant, personal reflections are 
shared through stream of consciousness-inducing 
photos and text with the dreaminess of mostly 
happy memories. 

Considering the throwback quality of the 
medium, with its mix of hand work, machinery 

and materials that haven't changed much over 
time, it's interesting how much of the work on 
display is fueled by memories. Pieces exploring 
this theme account for most of the show's friend
liest work, such as selections by Ronald Abram, 
intaglio, wood cut-style images printed on comics 
pages he's saved from his childhood. Blocky illus
trations of remembered artifacts like clowns, 
pirates and religious figurines surround a new 
addition, the artist's son, appearing on a bed of 
newsprint and color ink advertising a long-ago 
network line-up of Saturday morning cartoons. 

Equally enjoyable for their simple imagery and 
sense of humor are the silk screens of Cuban-born 
Arturo Rodriguez. His Alien Ship presents compa
triot Elian Gonzalez as a green, three-eyed crea
ture, fleeing to the New World on a backdrop that 
recalls Columbus' sails. The artist's assimilation as 
a child immigrant into U.S. culture is expressed by 
boyish items symbolizing America as a land of 
plenty: chewing gum wrappers, Smurfs, superhero 
symbols and an endless supply of toilet paper. 

For her own childhood ruminations, Liz 
Maugans runs actual artifacts from the past 

. through a printing press, in a process called colla
graph. A hankie and a baby doll dress leave a last
ing, tactile impression, extended by a collage of 
handwritten text and pictures found in magazines 
and coloring and counting books. 

Working from a story her father told about an 
old Russian practice of pressing records from used 
X-ray sheets when vinyl was scarce, Marina
Mangubi creates images of humans that truly have
the "music in them, or imprinted on them, a
record's grooves marking segments of skeletal
spines and rib cages.

With so many pondering the past, Mark 
Patsfall sets himself apart with a glance forward, 
toward the incorporation of digital technology in 
two large-scale works. DVD projections emanate 
from naturally placed windows created in linocut 
images of a cathedral fo;ade and a wristwatch 
with a date function. Both content and choice of 
materials refer to the passage of time; surprisingly, 
the hi-tech element appears weak in comparison 
to the surrounding print. Printmaking may be 
hundreds of years old, but it's still strong enough 
to stand on its own. 8 

"THE METHOD & THE MATRIX: Contemporary Printmaking
in Ohio" is on display through January 4. In addition to 
regular gallery hours, the exhibit will be open during First
Night festivities on Wednesday, December 31. Dial 644-
9624 for info.
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Printmakers 

show talents 
Traditional technique 

inspires creativity 

as well as innovation 

for 15 from Ohio 

By Christopher A. Yates 
FOR lHE COLUMBUS DISPATCH 

"The Method and the Matrix" is 
a well-conceived exploration of the 
diversity and complexity of print
making in Ohio. 

Working in various techniques, 
the 15 artists represented reveal a 
breadth of vision that extends 
beyond tradition. 

The show was curated by Todd 
DeVrie..;e, associate professor and 
chairman of the Department of Art 

Poppy Field by Kim.Vito 

and Design at Zayed University in The Extinguishing of Stars by Holly Morrison and Carolyn Fraser 
Dubai, United Arab 
Emirates, and Bel
lamy Printz, co
founder and pro
gramming director of 
Zygote Press in Cleve
land. The show is pre
sented by the Ohio 
Arts Council, which 
operates the Riffe 
Gallery. 

Each artist selected 
· by DeVriese and

Printz uses a creative
"matrix" or source
from which his or her
work forms and
expands. 1n one
sense, the source is
the printing' plate
ready for ink and
paper. 1n another, the
"matrix" refers to a
framework of thought Compression Chart by Chris Daniggelis

\ 

and concept guiding
the artist's hand.

Ideas of randomness, order and 
mapping exist in J. Noel Reifel's 
prints. Deceptively simple, the 
imagery was developed after Reifel 
viewed wormholes in the pages of a 
16th-century book on German 
architecture. 

He began the series by creating 
two mirror-image etching plates of 
the wormholes. Placing the plates 
side by side, he inked each with a 
distinct color. Left white, the worm
hole patterns take on grand signifi
cance - like a field of stars. By 
drawing lines to connect the dots, 
Reifel assigns meaning to chaos, 
echoing man's search for order and 
structure in the natural world. 

A similar kind of ordering takes 
place in Chris Daniggelis' work. 1n 
Compression Chart, a layered dia
logue exists between circle and 
square, geometric and organic, and 
forward and backward. Though 
enigmatic, the work compels the 
viewer to examine systems of 

knowledge and interpretation. 
Equally mysterious and com

pelling, Marina Mangubi's series 
"Music in the Bones" explores a 
story told to the artist by her father. 
1n 1940s Russia, young people 
eager to listen to American jazz 
recordings would sometimes press 
records on old X-rays because vinyl 
was in short supply. 1n Music on the 
Bones XVIII, a record shape extends 
across a ghostly image of a human 
spine and pelvis. The piece spel;lks 
to the perception· of time, the 
human body, record keeping and 
desire. 
· The curators have taken great
care to reveal the complexity of
printmaking technique and
process. Nowhere is process more
evident than in the artist book dis
plays of Holly Morrison and Car
olyn Fraser (The Extinguishing of
Stars) and Michael Loderstedt's
(Landings). 

Using hand-set, letter-press type 

Music on the Bones xvm 
by Marina Mangubi 

and photogravure images, Morrison 
and Fraser have created an aesthet
ically engaging book. A display case 
in front of framed pages contains 
documents, plates and materials 
that hint at the difficulty of their 
endeavor. 

Combining silk screen, photo
etching and embossing, Loderst
edt's book is an example of recto
verso printing - printing on the 
front and back of paper. 1n addition 
to an intact book, the work is dis
played dismantled so that viewers 
can understand its structure. 

Kim Vito and Art Werger use 

► "The Method and The Matrix: Contem
porary Printmaking In Ohio• continues
through Jan. 4 at the Riffe Gallery, 77 S.
High St Hours: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tues
days, until 8 p.m. Wednesdays through
Fridays and noon to 8 p.m. Saturdays,
until 4 p.m. Sundays. Admission Is free.
Call 614-644-9624 or visit
www.rlffegallery.org.

landscape as their subject matter. 
The technical mastery found in 
Vito's woodcut reduction prints and 
Werger's color intaglios is stunning. 
Both artists use traditional methods 
to communicate personal visions. 
Vito's graphic mark-making sug
gests movement and weather. 
Werger's layered color suggests dis
tance and atmosphere. 

Drawfng from popular culture 
and their childhood, Arturo 
Rodriguez and Ronald Ab.ram 
engage � a personal exploration of 
the past. For Rodriguez, an emi
grant from Cuba, displacement and 
culture shock guide the selection of 
imagery in pieces such as Silver 
Paradise. Complete with a commu
nist Smurf, toilet paper and chew
ing-gum wrappers, the work exam
ines material value and cultural 
perspective. 

Abram's series of 12 prints, 
"Engrams," blends nostalgia and 
memory with personal belongings. 
Printed on pages from comic 
books, images document childhood 
toys and family objects. Taken as a 
whole, the prints. speak to forma
tive identity and development. 

Also shown are strong pieces by 
· Liz Maugans, Mary Manusos, Emily
Blaser, Margaret Kimura and Mark
Patsfall.

Thoughtful and informative,
"The Method and the Matrix" gives
viewers a chance to see the vitality (
of Ohio printmaking. •'"rt
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SILK-SCREENED SENSE OF HUMOR, RODRIGUEz·s "ALIEN SHIP" 

P
rintmaking, the art of handcrafted reproduc
tion, is a medium as old and vener:ited as 
e.tchings made to illustrate ancient texts, and 

as modern and down-to-earth as the basement
generated band T-shirt bought .post-gig in che 
back of a bar. 

le 's everyday common, but also usually under
stood only in the abstract, a process involving 
images etched somehow onto metal, then in turn 
onto an accommodating surface. Like another 
reproductive process, it's messy and archaic, and 
often considered at its best when it spawns a rea
sonably small number of facsimiles. 

Limited-edition examples of printmaking tech
niques utilized and pcrsonalizeil by 15 Ohio 
artists currently fill the Ohio Arts Council's Riffe 
Gallery for the show Tbc Metbod er th, Matrix (in 
this case referring not 'to a co11.,tructcd reality 
with Keanu Reeves, but to the surface from which 
each print is created). 

Curated by Todd DcVriese, a former Ohio 
State professor and Riffe Gallery exhibitor cur
rently teaching in the United Arab Emirates, and 
Bellamy Printz, co-founder andi programming 
director of Zygote Press in Cleveland, the show 
remains rooted in the traditions of the art form, 
while hinting at the advancing encroachment of 
digital technology on the old ways. 

As printmaking has evolved over the centuries, 
cools and practices established for the commercial 
trade--for books and promotional items, among 
other things-have been made-affordable and 
adaptable for use by individual artists. The variety 
of processes, from relief techniques such as wood 
cut, to intaglio, in which fragile images arc etched 
onto a metal plate, to silkscreen, in which ink is 
squeegeed through a screen onto paper, offer the 
appeal of several art forms at once-the efficient, 
multiple-edition potcnt.ial of photography, the 

THE RIFFE GALLERY EXPOSES 

THE FINE ART OF PRINTMAKING 
BY MELISSA STARKER 

textural play of sculpture, the impact of graphic 
design-with the distinctive expressive possibili
ties of them all. 

As the process can be as much a curiosity as 
the work that results, the Riffe Gallery has incor
porated encased displays of used printmaking 
tools and liscs of appropriate terminology, but the 
behind-the-scenes items don't affect the mystique 
surrounding some astonishing examples of tech
nique, such as the first works on view, Art 
Werger's Threefold series. Achieving the exh,bit's 
deepest natural colors, and a nearly unparalleled 
attention to detail, Werger recreates his visions of 
a rocky northern California landscape. 

His other contribution, Continuum, combines 
multiple-plate printing on the same surface with 
the difficult process of mezzotint (an etching 
technique that mimics photographic grain) for a 
dazzling cityscape portrayed with the panel for
mat and inherent drama of graphic novels. Each 
square holds its own short story-a couple in 
conversation in a dark room, a restaurant table set 
for dinner, a behind-the-shoulder perspective of a 
man on an escafator-yet continues another st_ory 
from the previous frame. 

Like Werger, Columbus College of Art and 
Design instructor Christopher Daniggelis makes 
his work live through little details. Perfectly 
formed circles, grids and numbers fill his carefully 
worked, mixed-media compositions, given a 
three-dimensional 'effect by the ordered placement 
of clear thumb tacks. 

Less perfect, natural patterns arc everywhere in 
the work of J. Noel Reifel. I-le found them in ihe 
worm holes eaten through a _16th century book 
on German architecture and copied them through 
relief etching, connecting them with lines like 
maps of microscopic constellations. 

and materials that haven't changed much over 
time, it's interesting how much of the work on 
display is fueled by memories. Pieces exploring 
this theme account for most of the show's friend
liest work, such as selections by Ronald Abram, 
intaglio, wood cut-style images printed on comics 
pages he's saved from his childhood. Blocky illus
trations of remembered artifacts like clowns, 
pirates and religious figurines surround a new 
addition, the artist's son, appearing on a bed of 
newsprint and color ink advertising a long-ago 
network line-up of Saturday morning cartoons. 

Equally enjoyable for their simple imagery and 
sense of humor are the silk screens of Cuban-born 
Arturo Rodriguez. !-lis Alien Ship presents compa
triot Elian Gonzalez as a green, three-eyed crea
ture, fleeing to the New World on a backdrop that 
recalls CoJumbus' sails. The artist's assimilation as 
a child immigrant into U.S. culture is expressed by 
boyish items symbolizing America as a land of 
plenty: chewing gum wrappers, Smurfs, superhero 
symbols and an endless supply of toilet paper. 

For her own childhood ruminations, Liz 
Maugans runs actual artifacts from the past 

. through a printing press, in a process called colla
graph. A hankie and a baby doll dress leave a last
ing, tactile impression, extended by a collage of 
handwritten text and pictures found in magazines 
and coloring and counting books. 

Working from a story her father told about an 
old Russian practice of pressing records from used 
X-ray sheets when vinyl was scarce, Marina 
Mangubi creates images of humans that truly have 
the 'music in them, or imprinted on them, a 
record's grooves marking segments of skeletal 
spines and rib cages. 

With so many pondering the past, Mark 
Patsfall sets himself apart with a glance forward, 
toward the incorporation of digital technology in 
two large-scale works. DVD projections emanate 
from naturally placed windows created in linocut 
images of a cathedral fa�ade and a wristwatch 
with a date function. Both content and choice of 
materials refer to the passage of time; surprisingly, 
the hi-tech element appears weak in comparison 
to the surrounding print. Printmaking may be 
hundreds of years old, but it's still strong enough 
to stand on its own. 0 

Michael Loderstedt's Ltmdings, like The 
Extinguisl,ing of Stars, a collaborative project 
between Holly Morrison and Carolyn Fraser, pres
ents not just fine art, but fine bookmaking. 'In the 
former, contemporary visits to famous landing 
points in man's exploration and conquering of the 
planet (Georgetown, Plymouth R,ock) arc chroni
cled through photo intaglio, screen printing and 
embossing that manages to meld with designs on 
both sides of the pages. In the latter, a project 
funded by . an OAC grant, personal reflections are 
shared through stream of consciousness-inducing "THE METHOD & THE MATRIX: Contemporary Printmaking 
photos and text with the dreaminess of mostly in Ohio" is on display through January 4. In addition to 
happy memories. regular gallery hours, the exhibit will be open during First 

Considering the throwback quality of.the . , ,. Night festivities on Wednesday, December 31. Dial 644-
medium, with its mix of hand work, machinery\'· 9624 for info. 
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=,·;rintmaking a la Picasso 
j A printmaking exhibiti?n at _th� �e Gallery h��
:� inspired a family day, which� mvite each parnc 
'- ipant to be "Picasso for a Day. · 

NEWS BUREAU INC. 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44115 

216/241-06 

{ Children and accompanying adults, who s�ould
:_ wear clothes they don't mind getting dirty, � ere
, ate linoleum prints based on their o� designs: 

Professional printmaker Joan Tallan will teach the·
multi-step process that Pablo P�casso used. . . 

GE:RMAN VI LAGE GAZETTE 

While at the Ohio Arts Council gallery, families
can see "The Method & The Matrix: Contemporary

· Printmaking in Ohio."
The free family day will last from 2 to 4 p.m.

Sunday in the Riffe Gallery. 77 S. High St. For more
, information, call 614-644-9624, · .. 

OCT-30-2003 

. Printmakers featured at Riffe Gallery 
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Worm Holes 2, 3, 4, 10 .and 11 are part 
of TI1e Metl1od and the ltlatrix: 
Contemporary Printmaluug in 
Olaio, which features 46 works by 15 
artists. 

According to curators Todd DeVriese 
and Bellamy Printz, the process of.creating 
a matrix-a surface. that sports an image 
and is used to reproduce it-is in many 

Less is more: Mary 
Manusos' Black Tulip 

ways the most sig- . 
nificant aspect of 
printmaking. 

To create her 
····-gniphic, .densely

filled landscapes,
for example, I<:im
Vito starts with a
solid piece of
wood. After inking
it and using it as a
stamp, she carves
away·parts of>it to
.create one ele
ment of the image,
then re-inks and
stamps again: She
repeats this

process for each detail in the picture, till 
the block is whittled away and the piece is 
complete. 

The method doesn't allow much room 
for error. "There's no turning back," Printz 
said. "You can't just put some of .the wovd 
back" 

. Unfortunately, in some cases the artwork 
·::.. d�esn't.look like much. Marina·Maugubi's

Music on the Bones series, for example,
was.made using several techniques, and was 
inspired by sto1ies of Russian kids in the 
'40s using old X-rays to press jazz records 
because vinyl was scarce. Without that 
explanation, however, the faint outlines of 
45s and ghostly silhouettes of hones and 
other shapes become obtuse-too abstract 

· to tell a story but too specific to let tl1e mind
wander.

.:)./J Work by 15 Ohio artists will be highlighted in "The
Method 11nd the Matrix: Conteniporary Printmaking in 
Ohio," which will run next Thursqay through Jan. 4 at the 
Ohio Arts Councirs Riffe Galle1y,_ 77 S. High St. 

An opening reception is set for 5 to 7 p.111. next Thurs-
day. The e.vent is free and open to,the public. 

Two events have been planned •in conjw1ction with the 
exhibit. 1 • 

A rciundtable discussion will be held from 3:30 to 5 p.m. 
next Thursday on the 31st floor of the Vern Riffe Center 
for Government and Arts. Participants will be able to meet 
the artists and learn about fine art i,rintm!lking. 

Family Day at the Riffe Gallery will take place from 2 
to 4 p.m. Nov. 9. Participants will learn how to create 
linoleum prints based on simple d�awings or designs. Ma
terials will be ·provided. Those tl'king part should wear
comfortable clothes that can witMtand a water-based ink 
splatter. I 

�ore information call 644-�624.
� 

Sinularly, Art
°

Werier·s· Tli;efold Path 
etchings feel stuck somewhere between 
style and substance. Though rich in color 
ru.1d impressively produc;ed, the landscape 
scenes lack presence; instead they seem 
detached; cerebral, out of sync with their 

. subject 
'.fhe strongest pieces in the shov.: are the 

ones that immediately engage the VIewer 
and inspire closer investigation. Mary 
Manusbs' simple, oversized Black Tulip 

. reduces its subject to its basic form, devoid 
of the color and detail one's brain °relies on 
·ordinarily to identify "flower." The sh_apes
of it and Black Chrysanthemum are impos
ing, as if we've caught the blooms not
wearing their party fa<;es.

With its text and images, the book that'
resulted from a collaboration between Holly
Morrison and Carolyn Fraser could con
sume an entire afternoon before one would
think to find·out what "photogravure," the
method used to mal<e the images, even is.

Luckily, a display in a glass case
e, nlains how tl1e book was made for when
the question does occur. Another display
case contains general tools of the trade,
and a sl{eet briefly explains their. use.· 

It's ititeresting stuff, as is the exhibit
overall. As artists explore what not too_
loner aero was ·considered a strictly commer
cial" endeavor printmal<ing continues to
evolve. Even the efforts that may stumble
are fascinating_to witness. . 

11ie Ohio Arts .Council hosts The
Method and the Matrix through Jan. 4 in
the Riffe Gallery, 77 S. H,igh St. Hours are
10 a..m.-4 p.m. Tuesday;- .10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday; 12-8
p:rn. Saturday and 12-4 p.m. Sunday.
Adm,'ission 'is free. 644--9624. ,,.,,,-
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�Ri�l\f;A�iR�Ttli :J • . .. _ f:��nery.i:_..; :J11�:1iriwar( · 
t.ocus,.was ·on ·p.aint1ngi,b'1.wscµlptures"f;phot<igiJc\ph$ ,. ... 
and d'ecor;itiVe;9bJec�s:a)s6\�� r� f ei.11tm�t1).�' th i,�)f@tiic ·. 
'tious·and enligttienln1g�ic�nter\nta1J�f,tii(.�!(��t·t·· 
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Prrqtnfaki'ng;_fo;p_�to{Rl'ff.ej\�'a(i;ey/

r
- In a·��II,. · ": 

conceived exploration of the diversity and complexity . .1 
of print-making, the work of each of the ·15 artists:·.: 

vevealed a creative "matrix" or source from which their·
��qrk originated. Thoughtful and informative, the show 

· ► lJ:h.9✓Yt,_".(iF�?J'.���;���Je�i: P.��fii'�tfr;[nj)�ef,Ji- ·· 
�t!l):-�l(��,PtL���J_lfa:�e��an,.M1dwesf�:·1t11te 
��allery - Focusing on artists working in apparent 
isolation and away. from major art centers, the exhibit 
revealed .artistic connections betweeri the American 

. fylidwest and central E·urop·e. Seventy-two photographs· 
<by 22 artists were featured and showed how. wherever 
artists live, "place! becomes a tangible forc·e in their 
creative lives. - C.A.Y. 
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ntemporary Prinrmaking in 
pm Wed-Fri 1 

. un noon-4 pm, Tue 10 am-4 
Mo·n. . . 0 am-8 pm, Sat noon-8 pm; closed 

Back to the time of slavery quilts have· to· 1ct· a . , sw1y or sent a messa�e. Modern qmlters also tell a story in their own wa The Qu_ilted �wf ace II: International Contemporm 
y. 

Art Qu�lts, a JUned exhibition by Quilt Surface Des. 
Y

Sym
l 
po

O
s
hi
1� .. Participants, is on view May 6 th.roughJ�fy 18 at tie o Arts Council's Riffe Galle 

11··· b 
1y. 

J:tz · r·uary 
_ Ohio art!sts' fa�cination with the fine rut of printmaking will be on display m the exhibition The Metlwd and the 

Mab-ix: Contempormy Pr-inbnah-ing in Ohio. The exhibit opens Nov. 6 and continues throughJan. 4 at the Ohio Arts Council's. &ff� Gallery. 
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&f io. printlTiakers create ttieir own matrix
• �lffe Gallery hosts exh ■• b·1t 

Art Werger, Athens. Program seeks to increase public 
· Three eve,nts will be held in appreciation and understanclino-

conjunction with this exhibition; of those exhibitions. The gallery 
THE METHOD & the part of the art making process. all are free and open to the pub- is in the Vern Riffe Center for 

Matrix: Contemporary Each artist in this exhibition lie:. Government and the Arts, State 

Printmaking in Ohio will be on takes full advantage of the con- Wednesday, December 31, and· High Streets, Columbus, 
view at the Ohio Arts Council's ceptual and technical means :2003_; 7 - 10 p.m. First Night at OH. Gallery hours are Tuesqay, 
Riffe Gallery through Jan. 4, offered by the print medium and ,theR1�fe �allery · _ _ 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Wednesday, 
2004. The exhibition includes makes their mark on the world En JOY live musical entertam- Thursday and Fri\iay 10 a.m.-8 
work by 15 Ohio artists who with their individual matrix. :ment a:nd e�tend�d hours as we p.m., Saturday 12-8 p.m. and 
explore the creative process of The artists in The Method & -celebra�e FList Night Columbus Sunday 12-4 p.m. Closed 
printmaking. The event is free the Matrix represent both emerg- _at the Rif�e Gallery. _ Monday. The Riffe Gallery will 
.and open to the public. · ing and mid-career, artists. They - . The Riffe Gallery 1s s·upport- offer extended hours, 1 O a.m.� 1 O 

Co-curated by Todd DeVriese .. are: Ronald Abram, Newark; ed by Ohio _Buil�ing Authority. p.m., for First Night Columbus. 
and Bellamy Printz, The Method Emily Blaser, Cleveland;_ Chris Me?1a sponsor_s -include Al_ive1. Admission is free. Please visit us 
& the Matrix explores fine art Daniggelis, Columbus; Carolyn !Ohio Magazine and Time on· the web at 
printmaking and the artists' fas- Fraser, Oberlin; Margaret · Warner Cable. ww'."'_ riffegallery.org. For infor
cination with process, ·experi- Kimura, Cleveland; Holly :. T\)e R1_ffe Gallery, operated matrnn_or to schedule a tour, call 
mentation, duplication and the Morrison, Cleveland; Michael · by the Qh10 � C�l, show- the Riffe Gallery at 614/644-
use of traditionally commercial Loderstedt, Cleveland· Marina cases the work of Ohio's artists 9624. 
techniques for aestpetic purpos- Mangu bi, Wooster! Mary and curators, exhibiti_ons pro- The Ohio Arts Council is. a 
es. For fine art printmakers the Manusos, Athens; Liz Maugans, duced_ , by the _ Ohio Arts state agency that funds and Slip
creation of a reproducible matrix Olmsted Townsh ip; Mark ·Council s  Internat10nal Pr�gram ports quality arts experiences:to 
- the surface on which the image Patsfall Cincinnati· J. Noel and the collections of th e strengthen Ohio communities 
is formed and from which each Reifel, Kent; A.rturo Rodriguez, region'_s museums and galleries. culturally, educationally and ec

1/
o

print is created - is a compelling Toledo; Kim Vito, Dayton ai)d The Riffe Gallery's Education nomically. 
.... . . 

\\ 
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. -�er: ":'onA,er �hy ·a :·prin:t" 9Y .a� �i�t can C?St �s much :as an.

origmal.? Ever Lned'to maj{.e _one? The· artists m the Riffe 
Gallery's The M�•hod and·'.the l'tlatrix: C_ontempo:i:ary 

Printmaking in Ohio excel ·at the-�tching;·.engraving and silkscreen
fog involved in the art of prin:tmaking. Kim Vito, whose work is 
shown, makes her prints using the.traditional carved woodblock tech
nique. The 15 artists-who include Chris Daniggelis, from Columbus, 
and Denison professor Ronald Abram-will participate in a round
table discussion today from 3:30 till 5 p.m. on the 31st floor of the 
Riffe Center, followed by a reception from 5 to 7.- Both events are free 
and open to the public. The .exhibit runs through Jan. 4 at 77 S. High 
St. 644-9624. 
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Ohio Discover-eNews! Online Archive 
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- Ohio Arts & Culture 

Discover Your Artist's Soul in Ohio

The Method and the Matrix: Contemporary Printmaking in Ohio will be 
on view at the Ohio Arts Council's Riffe Gallery in Columbus, November 6, 
2003 through January 4, 2004. The exhibition includes work by 15 Ohio 
artists. Co-curated by Todd deVriese clnd Bellamy Printz, The Method and the 

Matrix explores fine art printmaking and the artists' fascination with process, 
experimentation, duplication and the use of traditionally commercial 
techniques for aesthetic purposes. 

Method and the Matrix Special Events: A roundtable discussion, during 
which attendees will have the opportunity to meet The Method & the Matrix 
artists and curators and learn about the exhibition and fine art printmaking, 
will be held on Thursday, November 6, from 3:30-5 p.m. Following the 
roundtable discussion, an opening reception will be held from 5-7 p.m. 
Children of all ages and their parents are inv,ted to Be Picasso for a Day at the Riffe Gallery 

Family Day with Joan Tallan on Sunday, November 9 from 2-4 p.m. All events are free and open 
to the public. For more information visit www.riffe.9allery.or:g. 
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Riffe Gallery, Ohio Arts Council Riffe Cen_ter; '77 S High St (downtown'), 644-9624. The Method and the Matrix:
Contemporary Printmaking in Ohio, war by various artists. Opening reception, s pm, 11/?. Thru 1/4. Open Tue 10 am-4 1 Wed-Fn 1_ 0 arri-8 pm, Sat 12-8 pm and . ----�!Jp __ 12:.4 pm_ 
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